
Hotsides Manifold DP Size Important Notes
Turbo 
Compatibility

Approx. 
Price

Trackspeed Quality Cast, Best Flow 3.00" Inconel studs, turbo hard lines, bulletproof top quality manifold, 1.8 only EFR IWG $3,099

Fab9 Qualilty Tubular, Best Flow 3.00" Contrary to the video these kits are now internally gated unless custom ordered for EWG woohoo! EFR IWG or EWG $2,750

Flyin Miata Quality Cast Log 2.50" Cast elbow, includes inconel studs, "approx price" includes $388 turbo hard line kit and $900 GT2560R T25/28 $2,197

Kraken Quality Cast High Flow 2.5 or 3.0
Cast elbow on T25 kits, Inconel studs, no turbo lines available ($125 added for DIY lines), price includes $900 for a Garrett turbo, 
outside of U.S. TD04/T25/EFR $1814 (USD)

G19 Quality Cast High Flow 2.50"
Includes a reconditioned TD04 w/ warranty, outside of U.S., $40 added to "approx price" for DIY oil drain because I don't 
recommend their dipstick drain method TD04 $1429 (USD)

MK Turbo Quality Tubular Log 2.5->3.0
Hand built log manifold and downpipe, china turbo, kit-specific turbo lines available, hotside kit includes full exhaust system ($400 
subtracted from "approx price" to provide fair comparison to other kits) T3 $1,501

CX Racing Unknown Quality, Low Flow 2.50"
China turbo, 1.8 manifold does appear to be better quality and better flowing vs the 1.6 manifold which appears to be very low 
quality T25/28 $869 - $1149

Ebay Cast, Low Flow No DP Does not include downpipe, $300 added to "approx price" to factor in a custom downpipe T3 $580

MSM Quality Cast, Low Flow 2.00"
IHI turbo maxes out just over 200whp yet somehow spools quite slow especially with stock downpipe. 1.8 only. 15+ year old turbo 
with unknown amount of life left, cannot swap in more popular T25 sized turbos. IHI $500 Used

Full Kits Price Notes

Flyin Miata $5,327 Price includes FM flywheel with the Happy Meal, could sub out for a different clutch. $850 added for MS2

MK Turbo $4,090 Kit includes MS3, $400 added for a clutch. MK Kit includes full exhaust, price is factored out (-$400) for fair comparison

Revent $3,380 This kit includes the popular ME221 ECU, a GT2560R, cast manifold, and everything else you need!

CX $2889-$3269 1.6 or 1.8 CX kit + $850 MS2 + $180 injectors + $160 wideband + $400 clutch

Ebay $2,136 Same as above except price includes an $86 XTD clutch


